Minutes of 99th IASA Board meeting:
10 May 2021
Attendance Board: Patricia Crittenden, Clark Baim, Bente Nilsen, Peter Schernhardt, Terry
Keller, Karen Hazell Raine, Shiqin Shen, Agnes von Wyl (minutes)
Apologies:
1.

Approve/revise the minutes of 98th meeting (May 3):
Minutes are approved with revisions:

2.
I.

June meeting date: June 7, usual time, July 5; no August date.
Generate income:
1. Every board member is responsible to search new members. Pat will put this
responsibility in the letter going to new board members.
2. DMM Community: DMM videos (not webinars, as we decided) could possibly produce
income.
3. Seek donations
4. Seek new memberships. People who are attending courses are interested in the websites
of IASA and FRI and their resources – but it is free. People are eager to go to the courses.
Why not reduce fees for courses for IASA members? It should be on a voluntary basis by
the trainer. Peter will think about the possibility to have an introductory membership at
half price and how to set it up on the webpage. In the membership acceptance, Peter and
Mirko will write a sentence meaning that after a year the membership fee will go up to
the normal membership.
5. University Trento & University Iowa could hold DMM Fellowship fund-raising days in
late 2021, specifically on autism.
6. Pat, Susan and Andrea like to donate the money they get for the Oxford Bibliography to
IASA.
7. Pat wrote a book and Clark is editing it: all the profit will go to IASA.
8. If others have products and they like to donate them, they are welcome.
9. Places on the website for “members only”: Peter will think about which downloads
should be for members only.
10. Finally to the difference between FRI and IASA: FRI is profit oriented, IASA is a nonprofit and bound by regarding non-profit organizations.

Zurich, 10. May 2021, Agnes von Wyl
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